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The phenomenon of storage and parametrically-stimulated recovery of a microwave signal in a
ferrite film has been studied both experimentally and theoretically. The microwave signal is stored
in the form of standing spin-wave modes existing in the film due to its finite thickness. Signal
recovery is performed by means of frequency-selective amplification of one of these standing modes
by double-frequency parametric pumping process. The time of recovery, as well as the duration
and magnitude of the recovered signal, depend on the timing and amplitudes of both the input and
pumping pulses. A mean-field theory of the recovery process based on the competitive interaction
of the signal-induced standing spin-wave mode and thermal magnons with the parametric pumping
field is developed and compared to the experimental data.
PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds, 76.50.+g, 85.70.Ge
INTRODUCTION
The problem of microwave information storage and
processing using elementary excitations of matter has
been intensively studied both theoretically and experi-
mentally. For a long time the search concentrated on
different types of echo-based phenomena involving phase
conjugation techniques [1, 2].
Several years ago, a new method of signal restoration
was proposed and tested in the experiments with dipolar
spin waves scattered on random impurities and defects
of a ferrimagnetic medium [3]. In the framework of this
method, to achieve the signal restoration, a frequency-
selective parametric amplification of a narrow band of
scattered spin waves (having frequencies close to the fre-
quency of the input signal) was used. As a result of this
selective amplification, a uniform distribution of the sec-
ondary (scattered) spin waves in the phase space of the
system was distorted, and a macroscopic noise-like signal
was registered at the output [4]. The noise-like character
of the restored signal is caused by the fact that this sig-
nal is formed by many individual scattered spin waves,
having close, but arbitrarily shifted phases.
Recently [5], we have reported experimental results
on storage and recovery of a microwave signal using a
single standing spin-wave mode belonging to the dis-
crete spin-wave spectrum, which is caused by the spa-
tial confinement of the magnon gas in a thin yttrium-
iron-garnet (YIG) ferrite film. The storage effect was
realized through the conversion of the input microwave
signal into a propagating magnetostatic wave (or dipo-
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FIG. 1: (color online) Experimental setup and typical wave-
forms: “i” – input pulse; “ii” – pumping pulse; “iii” – delayed
running spin-wave pulse; “iv” – restored signal.
lar spin wave), and, then, into an exchange-dominated
standing spin-wave modes (or thickness modes) of the
film. The recovery of the signal was performed by means
of frequency-selective parametric amplification, but, in
contrast with [3], the restored signal was formed by a
single standing spin-wave mode of the film, and had a
practically noiseless character. The mechanism of such a
2restoration is highly non-trivial. Therefore, in our first
report [5] we used an approximate empirical theoretical
model to explain this rather complicated restoration pro-
cess.
In our present paper we give a detailed theoretical ex-
planation of the restoration effect. This explanation is
based on the general theory of parametric interaction of
spin waves (so-called “S-theory”) [6] and takes into ac-
count interactions between different groups of spin waves
existing in a ferrite film. Using the developed theory we
calculate parameters of the restored pulse (power, dura-
tion, and delay in respect to the input pulse) as func-
tions of the power of the input and pumping pulses, and
compared these calculated parameters with experimental
data.
EXPERIMENT
For the reason of completeness we report here again the
experimental findings presented in [5], amended by ad-
ditional experimental investigations. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 1. The input electromagnetic mi-
crowave pulse is converted by the input microstrip trans-
ducer into dipolar spin waves, that propagate in a long
and narrow (30×1mm2), 5µm thick yttrium iron garnet
(YIG) film waveguide (saturation magnetization 4πMs =
1750G, exchange constant D = 5.4 · 10−9Oe·cm2). The
other transducer, used to receive the output microwave
signals, is placed at a distance of l = 8mm from the
input one. A bias magnetic field of H0 = 1706Oe is ap-
plied in the plane of the YIG film waveguide, along its
width and perpendicular to the direction of the spin wave
propagation.
The input rectangular electromagnetic pulses having a
duration of 100ns, carrier frequency of fin = 7.040GHz,
and varying power of 0.1µW < Pin < 6mW were sup-
plied to the input transducer. These input pulses excite
wave packets of magnetostatic surface waves (MSSW) (or
Damon-Eshbach magnetostatic waves [7]), having a car-
rier wave number kin ≃ 100 cm
−1. The group velocity
vg of the excited wave packet is about 2.3 cm/µs. This
group velocity determines the time delay of the propa-
gating wave packet between the input and output trans-
ducers of about 350ns. The spin-wave packet received by
the output transducer is, again, converted into an elec-
tromagnetic pulse. After amplification and detection, the
output signal is observed with an oscilloscope.
As it was pointed out in [5], the propagating MSSW
excited in the ferrite film standing (thickness) spin-wave
modes that continued to exist in the film long after the
propagating MSSW signal reach the output transducer.
To recover the microwave signal stored in these stand-
ing spin-wave modes it is necessary to apply to the film
an external pumping microwave field with the frequency
that is approximately two times larger than the carrier
frequency of the stored microwave signal. To supply this
double-frequency pumping pulse an open dielectric res-
onator is placed in the middle of the YIG waveguide. The
resonator is excited by an external microwave source and
produces a pumping magnetic field ~hp that is parallel
to the static bias magnetic field ~H0, see Fig. 1. The
resonance frequency of the pumping dielectric resonator
fr = 14.078GHz was chosen to be close to twice the car-
rier frequency of the input microwave pulse. Thus, the
conditions for the process of parallel parametric pumping
[8] are fulfilled in our experiment. Under these condi-
tions the energy of the pumping field is most effectively
transferred to the magnetic oscillations and waves that
have the frequency that is exactly half of frequency of
the pumping signal.
The experiment starts at the initial moment of time
t = 0 when an external microwave pulse is supplied to
the input transducer (see waveform “i” in Fig. 1). The
MSSW packet, excited at the input transducer by this
signal, propagates to the output transducer and creates
there a delayed output microwave signal of similar dura-
tion (see waveform “iii” in Fig. 1). The delay time tprop of
this output pulse is determined by the MSSW group ve-
locity and the distance between the transducers. Then,
at the time t > tprop, a relatively long (see waveform
“ii” in Fig. 1) and powerful pumping pulse with a car-
rier frequency approximately twice as large as the carrier
frequency of the input pulse is supplied to the pumping
resonator. Then, during the action of the pumping pulse
the restored signal appears after a certain delay at the
output transducer (see waveform “iv” in Fig. 1).
It is necessary to stress here, that the parametrically
recovered signal (waveform “iv” in Fig. 1) originates from
the input microwave signal (waveform “i” in Fig. 1, and
never appears without the previous application of the
input signal. At the same time, the main characteristics
of this restored pulse (such as peak power, duration, and
delay time) are not directly related to similar parameters
of the input pulse, and are mainly determined by the
process of parametric interaction of the trail of the input
signal (in the form of standing spin-wave modes) with
the pulsed parametric pumping.
Typical experimental oscillograms demonstrating the
normalized waveforms of the restored output pulse mea-
sured for different values of the pumping power are pre-
sented in Fig. 2(a). It is evident from Fig. 2(a) that the
increase of the pumping power Pp leads to a significant
variation of the restored pulse parameters: decrease of
the recovery time tr and decrease of the restored pulse
duration ∆tr. The experiment shows (although it is not
seen in the normalized graphs of Fig. 2(a)) that the peak
power Pr of the restored pulse increases with the increase
of the pumping power Pp.
Figure 2(b) shows the profiles of the output restored
pulse calculated using the theoretical model presented
below. It is clear from the comparison of the experimen-
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FIG. 2: (color online) Experimental (a) and calculated (b)
waveforms of the delayed and recovered pulses for different
values of the pumping power Pp: Pp1 = 3.67W, Pp2 =
1.28W, Pp3 = 0.52W, Pp4 = 0.34W. Waveforms are nor-
malized by the maximum intensity of each of the recovered
pulses.
tal and theoretical waveforms presented in Fig. 2(a),(b)
that this model gives a good quantitative description
of the experimental data. In the following section we
present a detailed description of this theoretical model.
Looking at Fig. 2 one can notice that the recovery time
of the restored pulse is much larger than the time of
the spin wave propagation between the input and output
transducers. This means that very slow spin-wave modes
participate in the process of signal storage and restora-
tion. In order to better understand the signal storage
mechanism an additional experiment was performed. In
this experiment an additional (second) receiving trans-
ducer was placed at a distance of 1.5 mm from the first
(main) one. The time profiles of the spin-wave signal
received at the main and additional transducers are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. These profiles consist of two peaks:
the first narrow peak, corresponding to the propagat-
ing MSSW packet excited by the input microwave pulse,
and the second broader peak, corresponding to the stored
and, then, parametrically recovered spin-wave packet.
One can see that the time interval between the ap-
pearance of the fronts of these two peaks at a particu-
lar transducer is the same. This result means that the
group velocities of the two delayed spin-wave packets,
which are detected by the two output transducers are
the same within the error margins. Thus, the excitation
of the second (restored) peak at the output transducer
is performed by the fast propagating MSSW mode, the
same spin-wave mode that was excited initially by the in-
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FIG. 3: (color online) Waveforms of the delayed and restored
pulses received on the output antennae placed 6.5 mm (wave-
form “i”) and 8 mm (waveform “ii”) apart from the input
antenna.
put microwave pulse and which created the first narrow
delayed peak at the output transducer.
The experimental result shown in Fig. 3, indicates that,
apart from the propagating MSSW, a different spin-wave
mode having a negligible group velocity (or, in other
words, a standing spin-wave mode) must take part in
the signal storage and recovery process. This standing
spin-wave mode stores the information about the input
microwave signal for a couple of microseconds and, then,
is amplified by a parametric pumping pulse supplied to
the open dielectric resonator. It is then converted into
a propagating MSSW packet. Obviously, the parameter
that is the most important one for this recovery pro-
cess is the amplitude of the standing spin-wave mode in
the immediate vicinity of the pumping resonator, as the
pumping field of the resonator can only effectively inter-
act with spin waves located near the resonator.
QUALITATIVE MODEL
Dipole-exchange spin-wave spectrum of a ferrite film
To understand the mechanism governing the observed
storage-and-recovery effect of a microwave signal in a
ferrite film of a finite thickness L let us consider the
dipole-exchange spectrum of such a film in the case of
the MSSW geometry, when the spin-wave carrier wave
number kx is in the film plane and perpendicular to
the bias magnetic field H . A calculated spin-wave spec-
trum for this case is shown in Fig. 4(b). It consists of
a dipole-dominated (Damon-Eshbach-like [7]) spin-wave
mode, having the largest group velocity, and a series of
exchange-dominated thickness spin-wave modes of the
film having very low group velocities (see [9] for details).
These exchange-dominated modes are close to the stand-
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FIG. 4: (color online) (a) Frequency spectra of the input pulse
(blue, dotted line) and pumping pulse (transferred to the half
of the carrier pumping frequency) (red, solid line); (b) Cal-
culated dipole-exchange spectrum of traveling spin waves in
the experimental YIG film (n is a number of a corresponding
thickness mode).
ing thickness modes of a spin-wave resonance of the film,
and in the simple case of unpinned surface spins these
modes have discrete values of the perpendicular (to the
film plane) wave vector defined as k⊥ = πn/L, where
n = 1, 2, 3.... Near the crossing points of the lowest
(n = 0) and higher-order spin-wave modes the dipolar
hybridization of the spin-wave spectrum takes place, and
the so-called “dipolar gaps” in the spin-wave spectrum
of the film are formed [9].
The qualitative picture of the storage and recovery of
the microwave signal in ferrite film looks as follows. A
relatively short (duration 100ns) input microwave pulse
supplied to the input transducer excites a packet of prop-
agating MSSW in the ferrite film waveguide. Under the
conditions of our experiment the frequency separation
between the discrete quasi-standing spin-wave modes of
the film spectrum is around 10-20MHz, depending on
the mode number n. At the same time, the width of
the frequency spectrum of a relatively short (duration
100ns) input microwave pulse, which excites a propa-
gating MSSW packet in the film, is several times larger.
Therefore, this packet can simultaneously excite several
quasi-standing spin-wave modes in the film. Due to their
extremely low group velocity these quasi-standing spin-
wave modes do not propagate away from the point where
they are excited. Instead, they form a “trail” along the
path of the propagating MSSW packet, and this “trail”
exists for over a microsecond after the MSSW packet it-
self is gone from the film.
It is worth noting, that the “trail” of quasi-standing
spin-wave modes is excited mainly in the spectral regions
of frequency hybridization (“dipolar gaps”) in the dipole-
exchange spectrum of the film (see Fig. 4) [9]. The am-
plitude of this ”trail” decays exponentially with time due
to the natural magnetic dissipation in the film.
To observe the restoration of the microwave signal from
the “trail” it is necessary to supply the pumping pulse at
the time, when the “trai” has not yet decreased to the
thermal level. When the pumping is applied, the ampli-
tudes of the quasi-standing spin-wave modes forming a
“trail” start to increase due to the parametric amplifi-
cation. If the pumping pulse is long enough, so that the
pumping has a relatively narrow frequency spectrum and
is, therefore, frequency-selective, only one quasi-standing
spin-wave mode is amplified parametrically.
The increase of the amplitude of this quasi-standing
mode is, eventually, limited by nonlinear spin-wave in-
teraction processes that will be discussed in detail below.
One of the most important nonlinear processes of this
kind is the interaction of the parametrically amplified
quasi-standing dipole-exchange spin-wave mode with the
packet of exchange-dominated spin waves, that are ex-
cited by the parallel pumping from the thermal level [10].
At the same time, the back-conversion of the paramet-
rically amplified quasi-standing spin-wave mode into a
propagating MSSW packet takes place in the frequency
interval near the ”dipole gap” that is resonant with the
pumping carrier frequency. This process results in the
formation of the restored microwave signal at the output
transducer (see the waveform “iv” in Fig. 1).
We would like to emphasize one more time, that the
restored delayed pulse (waveform “iv” in Fig. 1) is not a
product of a direct parametric amplification of the prop-
agating MSSW packet, since it can be observed even if
the pumping pulse is supplied after the input MSSW has
passed the pumping resonator. Moreover, at a given car-
rier frequency of the input microwave pulse, the recov-
ered pulse is observed only if the half-frequency of the
microwave pumping lies inside a narrow frequency inter-
val close to the position of one of the the dipole gaps
in the frequency spectrum of the magnetic film (see e.g.
Chapter 7 in [8] and [9]). The observation of the restored
spin-wave packets only in these narrow frequency inter-
vals suggests that the process of storage and restoration
of the initial microwave signal is caused by the excitation
of the discrete thickness-related quasi-standing spin-wave
modes of the magnetic film.
Storage and restoration of a signal as a multi-step
process involving several groups of spin waves
In order to explain the above described signal restora-
tion effect a model of interaction of two magnon groups
with parametrical pumping was proposed in [5]. In this
model we analyze the interaction between the electro-
magnetic parametric pumping with effective amplitude
V hp and frequency ωp (where hp is a variable pump-
ing magnetic field, V is the parametrical coupling coeffi-
cient), standing spin-wave mode with effective amplitude
characterized by the magnon number Ns and frequency
5ωp/2, and, the so-called, “dominating” spin-wave group
with effective amplitude characterized by the magnon
number Nκ and frequency ωp/2. In this model the condi-
tion for the energy conservation [6] is always fulfilled au-
tomatically, because the frequency of all the waves taking
part in the effective parametric interaction with pumping
is twice smaller than the frequency of pumping. We call
the group of spin waves that is excited by parametric
pumping from the thermal level “dominating” because
this group of waves has the smallest relaxation param-
eter. Therefore, if the pumping acts for a sufficiently
long time, so that the system reaches a saturated sta-
tionary regime, this dominating group suppresses all the
other spin waves taking part in the process of paramet-
ric interaction. The initial amplitude of the dominat-
ing group, characterized by the magnon number Nκ0, is
determined by the thermal noise level, while the initial
amplitude of the standing spin-wave mode, characterized
by the magnon number Ns0, is determined by the ampli-
tude of the applied input signal, relaxation parameter of
this mode, and the time delay between the signal and
pumping pulses.
The process of signal restoration involves competition
of two wave groups: the signal-induced standing wave
group and the noise-induced dominating wave group,
while both these groups are parametrically amplified by
pumping. The relative efficiency of this parametric am-
plification is determined by the relaxation parameters of
the wave groups, and, as it was mentioned above, the
dominating spin-wave group has the smallest relaxation
parameter Γκ. Thus, the amplification of this group is
higher in comparison to the amplification of all the other
spin-waves groups, including the standing wave group.
The rapid increase of the amplitude of the dominating
group of spin waves will lead to its interference with
the standing spin-wave group, and, eventually, to the
decrease of parametric amplification and saturation of
dominating group amplitude in the stationary regime.
Simultaneously, the amplitude of the standing spin-wave
mode, which is competing with the dominating group for
the energy from the pumping, will decrease, because in
this nonlinear competition process the mode with larger
amplitude (i.e. the dominating mode) will get a propor-
tionally larger share of the pumping energy [6].
A qualitative sketch of the temporal evolution of
the amplitudes of standing (solid line) and dominat-
ing (dashed line) wave groups interacting with constant-
amplitude parametric pumping is presented in Fig. 5.
At the initial time point, when the pumping is switched
on, (point “a” in the figure) the signal-induced stand-
ing spin-wave mode (solid line) has the amplitude that
is larger than the amplitude of the noise-induced domi-
nating spin-wave group (dashed line). In the region be-
tween the points “a” and “c” the amplitudes of both
wave groups exponentially increase due to the paramet-
ric amplification: the amplitude of the dominating group
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FIG. 5: (color online) Qualitative picture of the temporal
evolution of the amplitudes of standing (solid line) and dom-
inating (dashed line) spin-wave groups interacting with the
constant-amplitude parametric pumping that was switched
on at t = 0. Point “a” – start of parametrical amplification;
“b” – point where the amplitude of the dominating spin-wave
group becomes larger than the amplitude of the standing wave
group; “c” – saturation point where the parametrical ampli-
fication stops; “d” – stationary regime where the amplitude
of the dominating group is constant and the amplitude of the
standing wave group vanishes.
increases with time t as exp[(hpV −Γκ)t], while the ampli-
tude of the signal-induced standing wave group increases
as exp[(hpV − Γs)t] (where Γκ < Γs are the relaxation
parameters of the dominating and standing wave groups
correspondingly and V is the coefficient of parametric
coupling between the wave group and the pumping field
hp).
It is clear that the amplification of the dominating
group is larger, because of the smaller relaxation param-
eter for this wave group, and beyond the point “b” in
Fig. 5 the amplitude of the dominating group overtakes
the amplitude of the standing mode. Then, at the point
c the amplitude of the dominating wave group reaches a
certain critical value after which it starts to renormalize
the effective pumping, which leads to saturation and stop
of parametric amplification. The effective pumping am-
plitude heffp V at the saturation point “c” becomes equal
to the relaxation parameter of the dominating waves with
the smallest relaxation [6].
For the conditions of our experiment this means that
heffp V = Γκ in the stationary regime (region between “c”
and “d”). Since heffp V < Γs the amplitude of the signal-
induced standing wave group start to decrease beyond
the point c with the factor exp[(heffp V −Γs)t] = exp[(Γκ−
Γs)t], as it is shown in the figure. Thus, the restored
signal reaches its maximum amplitude at the time point
“c”.
The mechanism of saturation of parametric amplifica-
tion leading to the decrease of the restored signal ampli-
tude can be explained in the framework of the general
nonlinear theory of parametric wave interaction [6, 8].
According to this theory there are three main processes
which can limit the parametric amplification: nonlinear
6frequency shift, nonlinear dissipation, and the so-called
phase mechanism of amplification limitation. It was,
however, established in [6] that it is the phase mecha-
nism that, for the most part, limits the parametric am-
plification in the process of parallel pumping used in our
current experiment. This phase mechanism is based on
the idea that the nonlinear interaction between pairs of
spin waves parametrically excited by pumping creates a
nonlinear shift of their phase, which leads to the decrease
of the efficiency of the pairs interaction with pumping [6].
It is well-known, that in order to fulfill the conditions
of parametric amplification of a spin wave (having wave
vector k and frequency ωk) by an external electromag-
netic pumping it is necessary to fulfil the conservation
laws for both energy and wave vector [11]. If the pump-
ing is quasi-uniform, i.e. the pumping wave vector is
small kp ≈ 0, the interaction of the signal wave ck with
pumping leads to the appearance of the “idle” wave c−k
which has the wave vector −k and forms a pair (k,−k)
with the signal wave. The sum of phases in the pair is
fully determined by the phase of the pumping according
to the equation [6]:
ϕk + ϕ−k = ϕp + π/2, (1)
where ϕk is the signal wave phase, ϕ−k is the idle wave
phase and ϕp is the pumping phase (including the phase
of the coupling coefficient between pumping and spin
waves).
When the spin-wave amplitudes are small Eq. (1) can
be easily satisfied as the “idle” wave with the proper
phase can be chosen from the multitude of thermally
excites spin waves. With the increase of the spin-wave
amplitudes the pairs of the parametrically excited spin
waves start to interact with each other through the four-
wave process of pair interaction. As a result of this inter-
action process the sum of phases ψk = ϕk+ϕ−k starts to
change, the condition (1) breaks, and the efficiency of the
pumping-induced parametric amplification of the signal
waves is drastically reduced [6].
In our first paper [5] describing the signal restoration
process we obtained analytic expressions for the time of
appearance and the amplitude of the parametrically re-
stored pulse, but did not analyze the nonlinear processes
leading to the limitation of parametric amplification and,
therefore, to the finite duration of the restored pulse. Be-
low, we present a detailed theoretical model of the signal
restoration where all the relevant nonlinear processes of
wave interaction are taken into account.
THEORETICAL MODEL
In order to explain the above described effect of mi-
crowave signal restoration we use the general theory
of parametric interaction of spin waves (so-called “S-
theory”) [6]. The equation for the amplitude of a spin
wave interacting with the parametric pumping can be
written in the form (see also [8]):
[
d
dt
+ Γ− i(ω˜k − ωp/2)
]
ck − iPkc
∗
−k = 0, (2)
where ck and c
∗
−k are the amplitudes of signal and idle
waves of frequency ωk and wave number k, Γ is the spin-
wave relaxation parameter, and ωp = 2πfp is the pump-
ing frequency.
ω˜k = ωk + 2
∑
k1
Tkk1 |ck1 |
2 (3)
is a spin-wave frequency with account of nonlinear fre-
quency shift, Tkk1 is the corresponding nonlinear param-
eter,
Pk = hpV +
∑
k1
Skk1ck1c−k1 (4)
is the effective internal amplitude of parametric pumping,
and Skk1 is the nonlinear coefficient describing four-wave
interaction of spin-wave pairs. The analogous equation
for the amplitude of the idle wave c∗
−k is omitted for
brevity.
The spin-wave formalism is substantially simplified if,
instead of the individual complex amplitudes of the signal
and idle waves, we introduce new variables characteriz-
ing combined amplitudes (or magnon densities per unit
volume for a given wave number k) and phases of the
spin-wave pairs, following [6]:
nk =M0/2(γh¯/)ckc−ke
−iψk (5)
ψk = ϕk + ϕ−k, (6)
where γ = 2.8MHz/Oe is the gyromagnetic ratio, h¯ is the
Planck constant, andM0 is the saturation magnetization.
In these “pair” variables the equations for the ampli-
tudes of parametrically interacting spin waves can be
written in a simple form [6]: equation (2) can be pre-
sented in a form:
1
2
dnk
dt
= nk[−Γk + Im(P
∗
k e
iψk)]
1
2
dψk
dt
= ω˜k − ωp/2 + Re(P
∗
k e
iψk). (7)
In our model we analyze the existence of two magnon
groups (or two effective magnon pairs): the dominating
group with magnon density nκ (note, that index κ is used
to mark this dominating spin-wave group) and the signal-
induced quasi-standing group of spin waves with magnon
density ns [5].
Below, we shall assume for simplicity that the coeffi-
cient of four-wave pair interaction for all the wave groups
has approximately the same value Skk1 = S00, and that
7the effective pair phase is approximately equal for both
spin-wave groups (dominating and standing) involved in
the parametric interaction with pumping. Under these
assumptions we can substantially simplify the expression
(4) for the amplitude of the effective pumping:
Pk = hpV +S(
∑
κ
nκ+
∑
s
ns)e
iψ = hpV +S(Nκ+Ns)e
iψ.
(8)
Here Nκ =
∑
κ nκ and Ns =
∑
s ns are the total
number of magnons per unit of volume for the domi-
nating and standing spin-wave groups, correspondingly,
S = 2(γh¯/M0)S00 is the renormalized coefficient of pair
interaction, and ψ = ψk is the effective phase of the col-
lective magnon pairs.
At a first glance our assumption that the effective
phase of all spin-wave groups involved in the paramet-
ric interaction with pumping is approximately the same
seems to be rather arbitrary. However, the theory of
parametric interaction of waves [6] states, that all the
excited wave groups are involved in the renormalization
of the effective pumping according to Eqs. (4), (8), and
that the combined effect of all these groups determines
the acting amplitude of the effective pumping. Thus,
as a first approximation, we can assume that the effec-
tive phases of different spin-wave groups do not differ too
much.
Another significant simplification of our model is the
assumption that all the wave groups participating in the
parametric interaction with pumping are always in exact
parametric resonance with it ( i.e. ω˜k = ωp/2) inde-
pendently of the effective amplitude of a particular wave
group. In other words, in our model we assume that
the nonlinear frequency shift described by the four-wave
nonlinear coefficients Tkk1 in Eq. 3 does not play a sig-
nificant role in the parametric interaction since the wave
vectors of the waves participating in this interaction are
automatically adjusted to fulfil the condition of the exact
parametric resonance ω˜k = ωp/2 when the effective am-
plitude of the wave group changes. We believe that this
simplifying assumption is reasonable for the conditions
of our experiment, because the frequency of pumping (or
the bias magnetic field) in our experiment was always
tuned in order to obtain the maximum amplitude of the
restored pulse i.e. the pumping frequency or bias field
were always adjusted to achieve the optimum conditions
of parametric interaction.
Using all the above described simplifying assumptions,
we can write the equations for the magnon densities Ni
of the two wave groups (where i = κ for the dominating
spin-wave group and i = s for the standing spin-wave
group) and their common phase ψ in the form
1
2
dNκ
dt
= Nκ[−Γκ + V hp sinψ]
1
2
dNs
dt
= Ns[−Γs + V hp sinψ] (9)
1
2
dψ
dt
= V hp cosψ + S(Nκ +Ns),
where Γκ/(2π) = 0.6 MHz, Γs/(2π) = 0.69 MHz are the
relaxation parameters for dominating and standing spin-
wave groups, correspondingly. The physical meaning of
the magnon densities Nκ and Ns is simple – they charac-
terize the effective amplitude of all the spin waves that
belong to a corresponding wave group.
At first, the parametric interaction of both spin-wave
groups with pumping leads only to the increase of the cor-
responding magnon densitiesNκ andNs. Later, when the
the increasing magnon densities become significant they
start to renormalize pumping through the phase mecha-
nism described in [6], which leads to the limitation of the
parametric amplification for the both spin-wave groups.
Let us now analyze some of the particular solutions of
Eq. (9). The simplest solution one can get is the solution
for the initial quasi-linear regime, when the system is far
from saturation and the influence of the excited spin wave
on the pumping is negligible. It is known [6] that the
phase ψ in this case is equal π/2. The magnon densities
in this quasi-linear regime can be found as:
Nκ = N
0
κ exp [2(hpV − Γκ)t]
Ns = N
0
s exp [2(hpV − Γs)t], (10)
where N0κ , N
0
s are the initial magnon densities of the
dominating and standing spin-wave groups. We note that
the quasi-linear result (10) agrees well with the previously
described qualitative picture of the development of para-
metric interaction in our experimental system (see region
between points “a” and “c” in Fig. 5).
Another particular solution of the system (9) can be
obtained in the stationary regime, when the pumping is
renormalized by the excited spin waves and the system
is saturated. It is clear, that in this stationary regime
the magnon densities of both spin-wave groups and their
common phase ψ are constant: dNκ/dt = dNs/dt =
dψ/dt = 0. If we assume that in this saturation regime
Γs > Γκ and that the common spin-wave phase ψ varies
in the interval π/2 < ψ < π we obtain the following
stationary solution of the system (9)
sinψ = Γκ/(hpV )
Ns = 0 (11)
Nκ =
1
S
√
(hpV )2 − Γ2κ.
The analytic result (11) also agrees well with the above
presented qualitative picture of parametric interaction
8with pumping and it describes the state reached by the
system beyond point “d” in Fig. 5).
To get more detailed information about the temporal
behavior of the magnon densities of two magnon groups
we solved the systems of equation (9) numerically, assum-
ing that at the initial moment the phase ψ is the same
as in the quasi-linear case ψ = ψ0 = π/2.
The initial value of the magnon density of the dom-
inating spin-wave group is determined by the level of
thermal noise existing at a given temperature in a ferrite
film, and can be estimated using standard methods [6].
Our estimation performed assuming that the dominating
spin-wave group consists of short-wavelength exchange-
dominated spin waves propagating perpendicular to the
direction of the bias magnetic field gave the following
value for the total number of magnons per unit volume
of ferrite film
NκT|T=300K ≈ 10
12 1/cm3.
This estimation does not take into account the fact
that the initial microwave signal could heat-up the dom-
inating spin-wave group even before the pumping is
switched on. However, to account for this effect we need
first to evaluate the number of magnons in the group of
standing spin waves created by the input signal.
The estimation of the initial magnon density for the
standing spin-wave group N0s turns out to be a rather
complicated task, because it involves the calculation of
the transformation coefficient of the microwave signal
into a propagating MSSW and, also, the coefficient of
partial transformation of the MSSW into the standing
(thickness) spin-wave modes of the film. It is clear, how-
ever, that the initial magnon density N0s in the standing
spin-wave group must be proportional to the power of the
input microwave signal N0s = KsPs0. It is also clear that
as soon as the input signal pulse is gone from the film the
magnon density of the standing wave group will decay ex-
ponentially with time with the exponent Γs equal to the
relaxation parameter of the standing spin waves. Thus,
if the delay time between the input signal pulse and the
pumping pulse is tp we can evaluate the magnon density
in the standing spin-wave group at the initial moment of
parametric amplification (i.e. at the moment when the
pumping pule is switched on) as
N0s = KsPs0 · exp (− 2 Γs tp),
where Ps0 is the power of input signal, Γs/(2π) =
0.69 MHz is a relaxation parameter of the standing spin-
wave group, tp = 280 ns is the delay time between the
input sinal pulse and the pumping pulse, andKs is a phe-
nomenological coefficient describing the multi-step trans-
formation of the input microwave signal into the standing
spin-wave mode. For the conditions of our experiment we
evaluated the coefficient Ks as Ks = 4 · 10
16W−1cm−3,
which means that for the input signal power Ps0=10 µW
the initial total magnon density in the standing spin-wave
group is equal to
N0s = 3.6 · 10
13 1/cm3.
Thus, at the initial moment of parametric interaction
with pumping the standing spin-wave group in our case
is approximately 40 times stronger than the dominating
spin-wave group, caused mostly by thermal magnons.
In order to make our model more realistic we need to
take into account another effect that plays an important
role in the process of microwave signal restoration by
parametric pumping. This important effect is the effect
of elastic two-magnon scattering which is always present
in real magnetic systems. It leads to a partial transfer of
energy from one spin-wave groups to another, while the
spin-wave frequency is conserved.
Under the conditions of our experiment the effect of
two-magnon scattering leads to partial transfer of energy
from the standing spin-wave group (excited by the input
signal) to the dominating spin-wave group. Thus, this
effect amounts to an effective heating-up of the initial
thermal spin wave level. This heating-up effect was inves-
tigated in a previous article [12], where the nonresonant
signal restoration (i.e. the process where the signal fre-
quency was not equal to half of the pumping frequency)
was investigated. Below, we shall use an approach sim-
ilar to [12], and we will introduce a phenomenological
coefficient β which accounts for this heating-up. In the
framework of this phenomenological approach the initial
amplitude of the dominating spin-wave group, after the
application of the input signal pulse, could be evaluated
as
N0κ = NκT + βN
0
s ,
where β = 4 ·10−2 cm3 is a phenomenological parameter
describing the efficiency of two-magnon scattering. Tak-
ing into account this two-magnon heating-up effect we
were able to get a more realistic evaluation for the initial
magnon density of the dominating spin-wave group in the
case when the input pulse power was equal to Ps0=10 µW
N0κ = 2.4 · 10
12 1/cm3,
which means that the difference between the initial am-
plitudes of the standing and the dominating wave groups
in our experiment was about 15 times.
Another important feature of our model is the ac-
count of nonlinear dissipation in the standing (signal-
generated) spin-wave group. In contrast with the dom-
inating spin-wave group, excited mostly by the ther-
mal noise and having arbitrary phases of individual spin
waves, the standing spin-wave group is coherent, and all
the spin-wave phases in this wave group are determined
by the phase of the input signal. Thus, the spin waves in
the standing spin-wave group can effectively participate
9in four-wave (second-order) parametric interactions both
within the group and with the spin waves belonging to
other groups. This interaction leads to an effective trans-
fer of energy from the standing spin-wave group, that can
be phenomenologically described as nonlinear dissipation
by the following form:
Γs = Γs0(1 + η(Nκ +Ns)).
The coefficient of nonlinear damping η for the conditions
of our experiment was evaluated as η = 1.7 · 10−20 cm3.
As it was mentioned in the previous section, the non-
linear damping of spin waves is one of the possible mech-
anisms leading to the limitation of parametric ampli-
fication. However, we would like to stress one more
time, that in our experiments the nonlinear damping
of the standing wave group, described by the coefficient
η, played a relatively minor role, and the limitation of
parametric amplification was mainly caused by the phase
mechanism [6] described in our model (9) by the nonlin-
ear coefficient S.
The coefficient S of the nonlinear four-wave interaction
between the pairs of excited spin waves was calculated
using the expressions presented in [8] to give S ≈ 5 ·
10−13 cm3/s.
The pumping magnetic field was calculated from the
experimental power of the pumping pulse as hpV =√
Pp/Kp, where Kp = 1.07 · 10
−7 s · W is the coeffi-
cient which describes the efficiency of the open dielectric
resonator through which the pumping pulse was supplied
to the ferrite film in our experiment.
The model (9) with the initial conditions and param-
eters described above was solved numerically to describe
the temporal evolution of the amplitudes of two wave
groups participating in the parametric interaction with
pumping.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the numerical solution of the system
of equations (9) for the above specified parameters are
presented in Fig. 2, Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. We shall
discuss below each of these figures.
Temporal dynamics of the parametric interaction
process
The temporal dynamics of parametric interaction
of the two excited spin-wave groups with constant-
amplitude pumping that was switched on abruptly at
time t = 0 is illustrated by Fig. 6. The upper frame
demonstrates the evolution of the collective spin-wave
phase ψ and the amplitude Pk of the renormalized effec-
tive parametric pumping, while the lower frame of Fig. 6
illustrates the evolution of the magnon densities Nκ and
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FIG. 6: (color online) Temporal evolution of the spin-wave
effective phase ψ and amplitude of the renormalized effective
pumping (upper frame) and temporal evolution of the magnon
densitiesNκ andNs of the dominating and standing spin-wave
groups (lower frame).
Ns of the dominating and standing spin-wave groups, re-
spectively.
The numerical results presented in Fig. 6 clearly con-
firm the qualitative picture of the parametric interaction
shown in Fig. 5.
In the initial time interval ( 0 < t <∼ 2.2µs) a quasi-
linear parametric amplification of the both spin-wave
groups takes place. In this quasi-linear regime the ef-
fective spin-wave phase ψ = π/2, the effective pumping
is not significantly renormalized and is practically equal
to V hp, while the magnon densities Nκ and Ns are very
well described by the analytical result (10).
At the final stage of parametric interaction (t >∼
3.5µs), when the system reaches stationary (or satura-
tion) regime, we also recover the above derived analytic
result (11). In this stationary regime the effective pump-
ing Pk is strongly renormalized by the excited spin waves,
and is stabilized at the value Pk = Γκ < V hp, at which it
just compensates the losses of the dominating spin-wave
group. Under these conditions the magnon density Nκ of
the dominating spin-wave group becomes constant, while
the magnon density Ns of the standing spin-wave group
vanishes.
In the transitional region ( 2.2µs <∼ t
<
∼ 3.5µs) the am-
plitude Ns of the standing spin-wave group first increases,
and then begins to decrease, which results in the appear-
ance of a finite-duration restored pulse at the output of
the system. The theoretically calculated profiles of the
restored output microwave pulse shown in Fig. 2(b) prac-
tically repeat the temporal profile of the magnon density
Ns(t) of the standing spin-wave group shown in the lower
frame of Fig. 6.
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pumping power. Solid lines: results of calculation. Input
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Restored signal parameters vs pumping power
As it was mentioned above, the characteristics of the
restored microwave pulse, such as the peak power, du-
ration, and delay time, are mainly determined by the
process of parametric interaction with pumping. This
fact is illustrated by Fig. 2(a), where the experimental
normalized profiles of the restored pulses are presented
for different values of the pumping power. In Fig. 2(b)
calculated normalized profiles of the restored pulse are
presented for the same pumping powers. It is clear from
this figure, that with increasing pumping power both the
delay time and duration of the restored pulse decrease.
This effect can be easily explained by the fact that in
case of higher pumping power the system saturates (i.e.
reaches a stationary regime) faster, and, as a result, the
restored microwave pulse appears earlier.
The experimental (symbols) and theoretical (solid
lines) dependencies of the peak power Pr, recovery time
tr, and duration ∆tr of the restored pulse on the pump-
ing power Pp are shown in Fig. 7. It is evident that the
increase of the pumping power Pp leads to decrease of
tr and ∆tr, and, at the same time, to the increase of
the peak power Pr of the restored signal. The above
shown behavior of the restored pulse peak power can
be explained by that fact that with increasing pump-
ing power the amplification rates exp[(hpV − Γκ)t] and
exp[(hpV − Γs)t] become closer and the difference in the
peak amplitudes of the standing and dominating spin-
wave groups becomes smaller. Thus, as a result, the am-
plitude of the restored pulse becomes larger.
It is clear from Fig. 7 that the theoretical results for
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FIG. 8: Delay time (squares) and peak power (open circles) of
the restored pulse as functions of the input signal power. Solid
lines: results of calculation. Pumping power Pp = 0.52W.
the restoration time and power of the restored pulse are
in good agreement with experiment. At the same time,
the calculated dependence of the restored pulse duration
on the pumping power agrees with the experiment only
qualitatively. We believe that a significantly better de-
scription of the experimental results could be achieved
if the theoretical model is modified to take into account
such experimental parameters as the finite duration of
the input signal, realistic widths of the dipole-exchange
gaps in the ferrite film spectrum, and the frequency se-
lective character of the parametric amplification process.
Restored signal parameters vs input signal power
Using our theoretical model we also calculated the in-
fluence of the input signal power Ps0 on the parameters
of the restored microwave pulse.
According to the simple analytical model presented in
[5] where the increase of the input signal power the power
of the restored pulse increases linearly, while the recovery
time should remain constant.
At the same time, our experiments (see Fig. 8) clearly
demonstrate that the increase of the input signal power
Ps0 leads to decrease of the recovery time tr and to in-
crease of the restored pulse power Pr, with the experi-
mentally observed increase being not linear.
It is evident from Fig. 8 that our new theoretical model
(9) describes the experiment rather well and, therefore,
significantly improves the simple analytical model pre-
sented in [5]. There are two reasons why our new model
(9) improves the accuracy of the theoretical description.
First of all, in the analytical model [5] only the dominat-
ing spin-wave group participates in the process of sat-
uration of the parametric amplification, while in reality
both spin-wave groups significantly influence the satura-
tion process. Another reason, which also plays an im-
portant role in the parametric interaction process, is the
heating of the thermal magnons by the input signal (see
[12] for details). This effect was taken into account in
the model by the introduction of the phenomenological
11
coefficient β.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we investigated the effect of storage and
recovery of a microwave signal in a ferrite film having
discrete dipole-exchange spin-wave spectrum. The signal
is stored in the form of standing spin waves (thickness
modes) excited by the input microwave pulse in the fre-
quency intervals near the dipole-exchange gaps in the
spin-wave spectrum of a ferrite film. The signal is re-
covered in the process of parametric interaction of these
standing spin-wave modes forming a trail of the input
pulse with a long and powerful pumping pulse having the
carrier frequency that is close to the double frequency of
one of the dipole-exchange gaps in the ferrite film spec-
trum. An approximate (mean field) theoretical model,
taking into account the competition of two spin-wave
groups interacting with parametric pumping, and involv-
ing a nonlinear phase mechanism of limitation of para-
metrical amplification was used to describe the experi-
mental results. The developed model provides a good
quantitative description of the experimentally observed
effect of storage and recovery of microwave pulses in fer-
rite films.
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